TRAVELER

- SAFE
- COMPACT
- MOBILE
- FLEXIBLE

LOWEST COST MOBILE STRETCH WRAPPING SOLUTION

NEWAY PACKAGING CORPORATION
800-456-3929
www.newaypkgshop.com
The world is going mobile and now so can stretch wrapping

The Traveler will revolutionize the way you think about wrapping pallets.

The ideal mobile solution for a full range of applications:

- Warehousing
- Distribution Centers
- Pop-up DC's for E-commerce
- Food
- Beverage
- Health Care
- Automotive
WHY THE TRAVELER?

- COMPACT - small footprint when not in use, easily stored, saving valuable floor space
- FLEXIBLE - take the Traveler to the pallet or use it as stationary machine to replace a turntable style wrapper
- Simple robust construction
- Rotary tower eliminates the need for a turntable

MOBILE FLEXIBLE RELIABLE

- Ideal for distribution centers and manufacturing facilities
- Powered pre-stretch film carriage reduces film cost
- LCD operator interface with helpful diagnostic capability

Max Load Height: 80"
INDUSTRY LEADING SAFETY WITH RELIABILITY AT ITS CORE

Unique patented safety bumper system

Improved reliability with machines ability to stop before entanglement and breakage would typically occur

Safety bumpers replace standard safety hoops that are problematic in detecting barriers above floor level and are easily damaged.

High visibility with ultra-sensitive capabilities to detect barriers in its pathway, from floor to top of the load.
A VALUABLE FLOOR SAVING COMPARISON

Save over 50% of floor space when operational compared to a "robot".

CONSIDERATIONS OVER A STATIONARY TURNTABLE MACHINE

- Take the Traveler to the pallet or use it as stationary machine to replace a turntable style machine
- No ramp eating up floor space
- No pushing a pallet-jack up a ramp
- No spinning a load on a turntable
- Easily relocated without need for forklift

TRAVELER
60 SQ/FT while running
19 SQ/FT when idle

ROBOTS
136 SQ/FT while running
20 SQ/FT when idle